Affidavit of Input Material Composition

► This form may be used when a non-manufactured input material is purchased or acquired by a CCOF operation.
► If the CCOF operation can attest to a material's composition based on their personal knowledge of that material, then they may complete this form.
► When the CCOF operation cannot attest to the composition of the material, then the supplier of this material should complete the information below, sign the bottom of this form, and give the completed form to the CCOF operation to submit to CCOF.
► This form may only be used for the materials listed below. Submit documentation from the manufacturer listing 100% of the ingredients for all other materials sourced from off-farm.

A. CCOF Operation Name: _____________________________

B. Material Supplier Name: _____________________________

C. Material Supplier Contact Information:  
    Email: _____________________________  Phone: _____________________________

D. Type of material:
   
   □ Wood chips from untreated wood
   □ Straw
   □ Grape or olive mill pomace (from own operation)
   □ Cardboard (unwaxed, not impregnated with synthetic fungicides)
   □ Sand or gravel. Describe: _____________________________
   □ Nut hulls/shells. Describe type (almond, walnut, etc): _____________________________
   □ Mulch. Describe type: _____________________________
   □ Raw manure. Describe type (horse, cattle, etc.): _____________________________
   □ Biodynamic preparation prepared in compliance with the Demeter Association, Inc. Biodynamic Farm Standard. Indicate preparation number(s): _____________________________
   □ Other material made on-farm. Describe material use, how it is prepared on-farm, and list ALL ingredients (additional information may be required): _____________________________

E. I, (name of authorized contact) _____________________________, the □ buyer □ supplier/source of the above material, attest that this material consists only of the substance(s) listed above and has had nothing added to it (such as, but not limited to chemical deodorizers, mold inhibitors, binders, stabilizers, chemicals of any kind, etc).

If this material is a biodynamic preparation, I attest that it has been prepared in compliance with the Demeter Association, Inc. Biodynamic Farm Standard.

___________________________  _____________________________
Signature                                         Date